
G= T, I:T, G=I 
In the membrane the focus is to the nucleus and its rotational cultures to UI of root systems in 
chemical integrity of Right brain divide. Given circular motions according to time, the unit 
squared is the simplex the energy in ii (heart filtration levels of mass in ulter Systems 
Entanglement), explained; in developmental stages of breathing surplex[surcomplex nature’s in 
left brain, in chemical production to time, molecules, and 0 median of its nutrient levels (kinetic 
energy) in ⅓ breathing systems, or [bq] of mass production under weather within and under 
Gravitational pulls. The unit squared fills at unit energy; the unified its point Breakage stelmic 
nature to R (Reality) and mass influence over -chemical combustion. (Ur] +.  
 
The point Breakage. Of infrastructure Respect of oxygen levels to the human anatomical design 
in degrees of reality that temperature has to a converted nucleus in 96° molecular form. 
Chemical system integrity. I. L=0. Filtration mass.  
 
Given chemical degrees to inFlux, time, and circular culture, the hidden variables are found in 
congruence levels to light (7 in Visible) to light energy through sleep waves and systems 
Entanglement of unique parallel structure to form. Reality in delusional T.  
 
InFlux.  Reality by chemical combustion in T.  Ii reflective cultures integrate into intensity levels 
of heart filtration mass, stead unit energy returns at 3x its mass pressure through squared 
energy given the psychological integral Respect performed within the squares found in parallel 
instincts based in (2) or split cultural to balance T of Time of a squared proportion (ration) x 
without time. X its inteval’is based in I Integrity of 6 factorial values at volume per perplexity in 
the given eye to substantial degrees of ionic culture that x multiples through system integrity of 
unified energy of Bonds given under x in gravity at rotational realizations or Truth v Reality.  
 
Because time is only multiplied by L of 0 culture to culture based on levels given throughout 
integrity through oxygen that supplies its energy extroverted in (1) system to filtrate a mass in 
carbon elasticity over time substantial force to (mouth) in radial energy. This force decides what 
is right and what is wrong and surplaces at time to oxidize nutritional clues (neutrons) at 3/3 of 
the same interval placement (concentrations).  

 
Heart attracts by weight at (x) times its height that time uses by its use of space. +4 thé heart, 
breathing, and adjacent parallel systems- the eyes.  
Time to equal Gravity.  
 

Glucose levels and the hands 
 
Hע subordinate.  Given its third degree at InFlux rate, the ration divides under factorial I 
extroverted to neutralize foundations at (1) even levels of time to space its dividend square of 4 
of a square. Mathematics to energy apart - Right brain divide.  
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